
Security is the core of IoT. 
Help us develop security in our core.

Department: 
Anybus development department, Halmstad

Scope: 
Secure the chip to chip communication in an industrial IIOT application

Description: 
In the vision of building a secure Industrial IOT application it is crucial to secure all parts of the product, also 
internal communication interfaces that is not visible to the normal user. To build a system that is resistant 
against tampering of an attacker that has physical access to the device, all parts of the system must have a 
trusted relation. The Anybus CompactCom is a network interface card that is sold and used as a component 
in a larger industrial device, the communication interface between the host application CPU and the Any-
bus CompactCom contains no security mechanisms today.

In this thesis project an investigation of available techniques to add the possibility to validate the origin of 
both the CompactCom and the host application. The investigation shall also include an overview of the pos-
sibilities to add integrity and confidentiality on the communication protocol used over this interface. The 
solution must be secure, fast and easy to use for the developers using the CompactCom.

The thesis project contains a practical part where the chosen techniques shall be prototyped and evaluat-
ed. The goal of the project is to choose, prototype and evaluate potential problems with a security enabled 
host application protocol for the CompactCom. 

Prerequisites: 
Bachelor or master program within data engineering or embedded systems. Experience in embedded C 
programming, knowledge in data security and cryptography is an advantage.

Size: 
Suitable for 2 students

Content:
• Investigation on techniques for evaluating genuine devices
• Investigate methods for adding integrity and confidentiality on the Anybus application interface protocol
• Prototype the chosen techniques
• Evaluate potential problems with performance for example
• Write a report and present the results for HMS

Contact person for this thesis: 
Björn Otterdahl 
bjo@hms.se 


